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Learning, Enjoying & Succeeding Together

15th September 2021

Dear Parents and Carers,
Autumn Sports Days
I think we are all in total agreement that life under COVID has taken away far too much fun and
normality. We were all disappointed that our Summer term Sports Days could not take place in the
usual way with parents there to cheer….so….
We are pleased to announce that we are having Autumn Sports Days to relaunch sport and fitness
across the school. These will take place on;
Tuesday 28th September pm; Key Stage 2 (Willow One, Willow Two, Maple One, Maple Two)
Tuesday 5th October pm; Key Stage 1 (Oak Two, Holly One and Holly Two)
The events will operate a little differently to usual with some different activities. The events are
being led by Ackie from Junior Sports Coaching. The children will be moving between the events in
their House teams so year groups will be mixed. Our aim is to develop children’s sense of belonging
to their House and enable parents to watch siblings with ease rather than moving between class
groups.
We would like to invite the children to wear a top in their house colour. This is optional and there is
no expectation that new clothing should be purchased for the day. Children should come to school
in their sports kit.
Queen Anne
(Gold/Yellow)

Eleanor
(Purple)

King Richard
(Silver/Grey)

King John
(Blue)

Runnymede
(Red)

The Sports Days will be subject to the weather being suitable. We have planned them for as soon as
possible in the hope the sun will stay on our side. Should the weather be glorious, please send your
child with sun cream, a hat and water bottle (all named please!). If we do have to cancel due to
poor weather we will re-book these events for the summer term. We will provide as much notice as
possible in the event that we do have to cancel.

We ask parents who join us to enter the field from the main gate and wait in the centre of the field;
we will send a Marvellous Me telling you who is starting where. In the interest of safeguarding, we
request that parents do not interfere with the races. Staff will be managing the groups. A drinks
station will be provided during the rotation of activities. Children will finish school at 3.30pm as
usual and cannot be collected early or taken home directly from the field.
I hope you will be able to join us! Any further updates will follow in due course.
Thanking you in anticipation of your support!
Yours sincerely,

Kate Webster
PE Leader

